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1. The first part of the Theorem 2 of Rahman [l J1 can be improved

and we may state the following result:2

Theorem A. If h= », then the type Ts of f(s) in each horizontal

strip S(ira), with a>0, satisñes Ts= T.

Proof. If a>a'>0, evidently

Ms(c) ^ Ms.(<r)

where S=S(ira) and S' = S(ira'); and therefore

Ts ^ 7V.

From Theorem 2 of Rahman it follows

T3 è Ts> è e-T"a'T

and hence, if a'—»0,

Ts è Hm TV ^ T.

But obviously Ts á T, and therefore Ts = T.

2. The Theorem A is included in the following theorem.

Theorem B. If we suppose h>0, in each horizontal strip S(ira),

with a>D, the type Ts satisfies

T^Ts^ tr*'T

whereß = irD+D(7-3-log(hD)).

If h= », we have D = 0 and therefore ß = 0, and since from Theo-

rem B it follows that Ts = T, Theorem B includes Theorem A, as we

have said before.

Proof of Theorem B. We use the notations of Mandelbrojt [2].

According to a result of Mandelbrojt [2, Theorem a] for any s0

= (To+iio, inside the circle

(1)_ I í - ío I   á x D + e,
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1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

5 For notations see [l].
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where e is a given positive quantity, arbitrarily small, but fixed,

there will exist a point s' at which3

(2) log | f(s') |   > log  | an |   — \n<ro - log (X„ A*) - ct,

where ce is a constant which depends on e; and this inequality will

hold for every value of «.

On the other hand, according to a result contained in the same

paper of Mandelbrojt [2, p. 355] for values of « sufficiently large

(3) - log (KA*) - ce > - \n(D(7 - 3 log (hD)) + e).

Then evidently, if a is smaller than a certain negative quantity,

the value of « which maximizes the expression:

log | an |   — \„<r

will be one of those which satisfy (3). As a consequence of (2), we con-

clude that, if ero is smaller than a negative quantity, in the circle (1)

there will exist a point s' at which the following inequality will hold:

log |/(J')|   > \ogp(a0 + d+e),

where d = D(7 — 3 \og(hD)). Moreover, according to Sugimura [3,

Theorem 5], as D is finite,

log „M = (1 - o(l)) log M (o-)

and consequently we shall have

log  | f(s') |   > (1 - o(l)) log M(a0 + d + e).

Therefore if we write s' =a'-\-it', we shall have:

log MsW) > (1 - o(l)) log M(a0 + d + e).

And, since c'^o-o — ttD — e, and e is arbitrary,

Ts ^ e-^T.

On the other hand, the inequality

3Tè Ts

is evident.

3. On representing by A the maximum density of {X„}, introduced

by Pólya [4], we can state the following theorem.

3 When the Dirichlet series contains a constant term the definition of the A(r) and,

therefore, of the A„   given by Mandelbrojt must vary slightly.
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Theorem C. If we suppose h>0, in each horizontal strip S(ira),

with a>A, the type Ts satisfies Ts= T.

Since A can be > D, this theorem does not contain Theorem B.

Theorem C is a corollary of my generalization of a result due to

Pólya [5, Lemmas 2, 3].

4. The proofs of Theorem 1 and of the second part of Theorem 2 of

Rahman are not complete;4 since 07* can be a discontinuous function

of a¡, we can neither affirm that

.     log log Ms(<r?)
hm inf- = Xs

nor that

log Ms(<rf)
hm inf-;-— ts

and therefore we can neither affirm that XsèX nor that ts S: e^^r.

Remark. By the same method similar results are proved for the

series of Dirichlet and for the integral of Laplace.
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* The results however might be exact; particularly if p< °° I think it likely they

are exact, but the proofs of these results seem to be rather difficult.


